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This section is intended to be read in conjunction with: 

3. The WindFly Rig – Theory 

4. The WindFly Rig - Use of combined 'keel-rudders' to avoid leeway 

6. The WindFly Rig – Mounting on a planing or semi-planing boat – Simple keel-rudder 

8. The WindFly Rig - Planing upwind 

 
 

 

τ is the trim angle 

 
Figure 7.1.1 Axes 

7. Mounting the WINDFLY Rig on a planing boat – Keel-rudders and 

hydrofoil 
 

This section builds on the theory presented in section 6 “Mounting the WINDFLY Rig on a 

planing or semi-planing boat – Simple rudder”  
 
7.1 Axes and kite lines alignment 
 
Figure 7.1.1 shows two sets of orthogonal axes:  
• a set X, Y, Z in which X is horizontal and parallel to the longitudinal axis of the hull, Y is 

parallel to the transverse axis of the hull, and Z is vertical. 
• a set I, J, K in which J is parallel to Y, K is aligned along the length of the mast, and I is 

perpendicular to the JK plane. 
 
The IK plane is coincident with the XZ plane, and the axes I and K are rotated by an angle ψ 
relative to the axes X and Z. The two sets of orthogonal axes are referred to in the descriptions 
which follow.  
 
The kite force F can be considered to act as the three orthogonal vectors, FX, FY and FZ acting 
parallel to the X, Y and Z axes respectively. The component of F acting in the XY plane 
( θcosFFXY = ) is offset from the X axis by angle ε. 
 
The kite force F can be also be considered to act as the three orthogonal vectors, FI, FJ and FK 
acting parallel to the I, J and K axes respectively.  

 
εθ coscosFFX =    εθ sincosFFY =   θsinFFZ =  

 

ε
θθ

cos
tantan ==

X

Z
XZ F

F
 

 
ψψ sincos KIX FFF +=   JY FF =    ψψ sincos IKZ FFF −=  

 
ψψ sincos ZXI FFF −=   YJ FF =    ψψ sincos XZK FFF +=  
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Figure 7.2.1 

 
 

7.2 Theory for the analysis of planing hulls using the WINDFLY Rig with a hydrofoil or trim 

tabs 
 
The same theory that is used to analyse a planing motor boat is suitable for analysis of a 

planing boat using the WINDFLY Rig with a hydrofoil or trim tabs to control the trim angle. 

 
The weight of the vessel W and the position of the centre of gravity are modified to take 
account of the vertical components of the kite load, Fz. and hydrofoil load HZ. 
 

ZZ HFWU −−=         [equation 7.2.1] 

 

U
tHpFWrs ZZ −−

=         [equation 7.2.2] 

 
( ) epqfa +−+= τsin        [equation 7.2.3] 

 
( ) τcosqrb −=         [equation 7.2.4] 

 
( ) ( ) ττ sincos pthfd −+−=       [equation 7.2.5] 

 

XX HNRF −+= ττ sincos        [equation 7.4.6] 

 
When taking moments about P the moments due to water resistance on the hull and 
appendages must be balanced by the moments due to the self weight of the vessel. For 
equilibrium: 
 

cUdHaR X =−         [equation 6.4.7] 

 
Generation of lift is generally more efficient by hydrofoil action than by trim tabs, less 
resistance is generated by a foil system than is generated by trim tabs generating an equal 
load. Therefore trim control is more sensibly provided by a hydrofoil or hydrofoils than by the 
use of trim tabs. 
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Figure 7.4.1 

7.3 Hydrofoil location 
 
Fixed, ladder, dihedral or variable incidence hydrofoils can all be used to control the trim angle. 

Unless the hydrofoil is incorporated into the WINDFLY Rig additional struts are required to 

connect he hydrofoil to the hull. These struts: 
 
• Increase the overall drag, and 
• provide resistance to lateral load and compromise the action of a keel / centreboard 

located below the WINDFLY Rig.  

 

Therefore it is preferable to place the hydrofoil directly below the WINDFLY Rig. This 

arrangement enables the combined assembly of WINDFLY Rig, keel, rudder and hydrofoil to 

be manufactured and marketed as a stand alone item to be retrofitted to standard hulls 
manufactured for power boat use. 
 
 

7.4 Operation with the WINDFLY Rig mounted aft – Fixed hydrofoil mounted aft 

 
The lift from a fixed hydrofoil mounted aft must pull the stern down to increase the hull trim. 
The downward hydrofoil lift HZ reduces the effect of the vertical component FZ of the kite load.  
 
An arrangement with a stern mounted fixed hydrofoil can be self limiting: as the trim increases 
the angle of incidence of the hydrofoil to the water decreases and the trimming load generated 
by the hydrofoil decreases, once the trim angle exceeds a certain value the hydrofoil will 
provide an upwards force which requires the trim angle to reduce. 
 
The principal disadvantage of a fixed hydrofoil is that at low speed when the trim angle 
remains close to zero the hydrofoil incidence is large and drag from the hydrofoil can 
significantly reduce the boat speed. Therefore a variable incidence hydrofoil may be preferable.  
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Figure 7.5.1 

7.5 Operation with the WINDFLY Rig mounted aft – Variable incidence hydrofoil 

 

A variable incidence hydrofoil below the WINDFLY Rig located aft may be arranged so that 

the downward hydrofoil lift HZ offsets all or part of the Fk component of kite load.  
 

If the hydrofoil lift HZ largely offsets the Fk component then the WINDFLY Rig applies nearly 

no vertical load to the stern of the boat 
 
When moving at low speed in the displacement mode the hydrofoil may be feathered to 
minimise resistance. 
 
The Fi component of the rig load is applied to the stern of the boat. If the rig is appropriately 
proportioned this arrangement is analogous to the mounting of an outboard engine on the 
stern of a motor boat; a variable drive force is applied at approximately constant position and 
inclination relative to the hull. Moments are most sensibly taken about the point P’ where the 
vectors representing the resultant drive force F’ and the hydrodynamic lift N intersect.  
Since the drive force is applied approximately along the I axis of the rig, the rig may be rotated 
about the Y / J axis to alter the inclination of the drive force Fi relative to the hull baseline i.e. 

adjusting the trim of the WINDFLY Rig has a similar effect as adjusting the trim of an 

outboard motor. 
 
Since the arrangement is analogous to mounting an outboard engine on the stern of a motor 

boat, the WINDFLY Rig can be mounted on any hull designed to plane using an outboard 

motor and achieve similar performance to that of an outboard motor. Note however that drag 
from the hydrofoil lowers the resistance vector R so that dimension a is reduced, to maintain 
equilibrium dimension c is also reduced which causes the trim angle to be slightly reduced.  
 
Simple manual adjustment of the hydrofoil incidence may be sufficient. However, automatic 
control is preferable and is described below. 
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Figure 7.5.2 - Axes 

7.5.1 Detailed description 
 
A pair of keel-rudders is provided. The two keel-rudders are used to support the hydrofoil. 
 
The lateral FJ component of the kite load is countered by the action of the combined keel-
rudder elements: 
 
• Two symmetrical foils form the keel-rudder elements. Therefore the centre of the lift force 

provided by the keel-rudders acts at the quarter point of the chord. 
• The quarter point on the chord of each of the keel-rudders lies on one of the axes K’ and 

K’’ each of which is parallel to the K axis of the WINDFLY Rig and offset from the K axis 

in the +ve and -ve J directions. 
 

 
• Each of the keel-rudders pivots about one of the axes K* and K** which are respectively 

parallel to, and forward of, the K’ and K’’ axes.  
• The keel-rudders arrangement is therefore (approximately) self aligning to provide a lateral 

load that is equal and opposite to FJ. For a detailed analysis of this arrangement refer to “4. 
The WindFly Rig - Use of combined 'keel-rudders' to avoid leeway”. 

 
The FK component of the kite load (which acts along the K axis, the longitudinal axis of the 
mast) is largely balanced by the action of the hydrofoil. 
• A symmetrical foil forms the hydrofoil. Therefore the centre of the lift force provided by 

the hydrofoil acts at the quarter point of the chord of the hydrofoil. 
• The quarter chord of the hydrofoil runs along axis J’ which is parallel to the J axis and 

intersects each of the K’, K and K’’ axes.  
 
The hydrofoil rotates about axis J* which is forward of axis J’.  Vertical support is required to 
the pivot axis J* of the hydrofoil. This support could be provided by independent struts, 
however this would increase resistance and may compromise the self aligning action of the 
keel-rudders. Therefore vertical support to the pivot axis is provided by Trim Control Shafts 
that run inside the rudders. The distance of the base of the trim control shafts from the K’ and 
K’’ axes varies as the hydrofoil rotates. The shafts in the keel-rudders are elongated to allow for 
this movement of the trim control shafts relative to the keel-rudders. 
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Figure 7.5.3 Elevation 

The position of the Trim Control Shafts determines the position of the pivot axes K* and K** of 
the keel-rudders: the axes must be coincident with the Trim Control Shafts so that the keel-
rudders rotate around the Trim Control Shafts, otherwise the keel-rudders will clash with the 
Trim Control Shafts as the keel-rudders rotate. 
 
The quarter point of the hydrofoil is connected to the base of the keel-rudders on the K’ and 
K’’ axes. This connection transfers loads acting in the I, J and K directions, however the 
hydrofoil is free to rotate about the axis J’ and the keel-rudders are free to rotate about axes K’ 
and K’’. 
 
The Trim Control Shafts provide restraint to the hydrofoil pivot axis J* along the axes K* and 
K** only.  
 
The bases of the Trim Control Shafts each trace an arc on the surface of the hydrofoil as the 
keel-rudders rotate about the K* and K** axes. Therefore, as the keel-rudders rotate, the 
position of the hydrofoil pivot axis J* varies relative to the quarter chord of the hydrofoil J’.  
 
Compression in the trim control shaft prevents the hydrofoil pivot axis J* from rising.  
 
Arc openings are provided in the top surface of the hydrofoil. Trim lines pass from the base of 
the Trim Control Shafts, through the arc openings to anchor points beneath the intersections of 
axis K’ and J’ and K’’ and J’. Tension in the trim lines prevents the hydrofoil pivot axis J* from 
descending. 
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Figure 7.5.4 Plan on pivot arms 

 

 
 

Figure 7.5.5 Plan through rudders 

 
Figure 7.5.6 Plan on top of hydrofoil 

 

 

Each of the rudder keels is connected to the pivot axes K* and K** by a pair of pivot arms. A 
spherical bearing connects each of the pivot arms to the pivot axes K* or K**, and the 
connection between each pivot arm and the keel-rudders allows rotation about an axis parallel 
to the J axis. 
 
• The pivot arms therefore rotate about the pivot axes K* and K**. This allows each of the 

rudder keels to rotate about one of these axes, 
• Rotation of the pivot arms allows the keel-rudders to rise and fall relative to the Trim 

Control Shafts and the transom of the boat: as the hydrofoil rotates in response to 

variations in FK the whole of the assembly of the keel-rudders and WINDFLY Rig rises and 

falls relative to the Trim Control Shafts and the transom.  
 
In normal operation the Trim Control Shafts are fixed in position relative to the boat transom. 

The whole assembly of WINDFLY Rig rudders and hydrofoil may be rotated by an angle ψ 

about a pivot axis J^ which is parallel to the J axis and located close to the top of the transom. 
This adjustment determines the inclination of the drive force relative to the baseline of the hull. 
 
A forwards drive force pushes the base of the transom mount frame against the transom. A 
negative drive force tends to rotate the assembly about the pivot axis J^ so that the base of 
the transom mount frame pulls away from the transom. In normal operation a spring prevents 
rotation about the pivot axis J^ if a small negative drive force is applied. However if an 
obstruction is hit the spring allows the assembly to rotate about the pivot axis J^ so that the 
hydrofoil and keel-rudders rise to pass over the obstruction. 
 

The base of the WINDFLY Rig is restrained by a pair of plates aligned parallel to the IJ plane. 

The fixings to the plates allow the WINDFLY Rig to rotate freely about the K axis. The plates 

extend to enclose shafts which extend from the keel-rudders on axes K’ and K’’. The fixings to 
the plates allow each of the keel-rudders to rotate about the K’ or K’’ axis. Each plate delivers 
loads in the I, J and K direction from the base of the WINDFLY Rig to the top of the keel-rudder 

shafts. This arrangement provides restraint to the WINDFLY Rig in the I, J and K directions 

and prevents rotation of the WINDFLY Rig about the I and J axes.  
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Figure 7.5.7 Rotation of the WINDFLY Rig about the Y / J^ axis 

 

 
Figure 7.5.8 Variation of the drive force inclination 

7.5.2 Movement of the trim shafts within the keel-rudders 
 
The trim shafts move along the chord of the rudder-keels as the rudder keels rotate about the 
K* and K** axes: 
 

( ) σcos'* aI IKtoK =  

 
The range of movement is: 

( )max'8 cos1 σδ −= aIKK I        [equation 7.5.1] 

 
Provision for this movement is illustrated in figure 7.5.11. 
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Figure 7.5.9 Hydrofoil incidence 

 

 
Figure 7.5.10 Hydrofoil incidence - workings 

7.5.3 Variation of the hydrofoil angle of incidence with rotation of the pivot arms 
 
The displacement of the K’ and K’’ axes relative to the K* and K** axes is the same at all points 
 
Displacement of the pivot arms parallel to the K axis: 

( ) αsinbaPK II +=∆  

 
Displacement of the hydrofoil parallel to the K axis: 

( ) εσ sincosaHK I=∆  

 
Since HKPK ∆=∆ : 

( ) ( ) εσα sincossin aba III =+  

 

( ) α
σε
sin

cossin
ba

a

II
I
+

=         [equation 7.5.2] 

 
Hydrofoil incidence: 

τψε ++=Hi          [equation 7.5.3] 

 
Figure 7.5.11 Plan showing angle of incidence of the Keel- Rudder 
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Figure 7.5.12 Resolving forces parallel to the I, J, K axes 

7.5.4 Resolving forces parallel to the I, J , K axes 
 

The hydrofoil lift LH and hydrofoil drag DH keel-rudder DR self weight of the WINDFLY Rig and 

mounting assembly (including the rudder-keels and hydrofoil) WA and pivot arm loads PT and 
PB may be resolved into components parallel to the I, J and K axes.  

 
LHI = LH sin(τ+ψ)   LHJ = 0   LHK = LH cos(τ+ψ)  
 
DHI = - DH cos(τ+ψ)  DHJ = 0  DHK = DH sin(τ+ψ) 
 
DRI = - DR cos(τ+ψ)  DRJ = 0  DRK = DR sin(τ+ψ) 
 
WAI = - WA sin(τ+ψ)  WAJ = 0  WAK = - WA cos(τ+ψ) 

 
7.5.6 Pivot arm inclination for equilibrium 
 
Resolving parallel to the K axis: 

0sinsin =++++++ HKHKRKKAKBT DLDFWPP αα    [equation 7.5.4] 

 
Resolving parallel to the I axis: 

0coscos =++++++ HIHIRIIAIBT DLDFWPP αα     [equation 7.5.5] 

 
Taking moments about point A: 

( ) ( ) ( ) 0cos =++++++++−++ BHKHKRKKHHIHIRRIFIWBAKWAIBB IDLDFKDLKDKFIIWKWKP α
 

( ) ( ) ( )







 ++++++++−+
−=

B

BHKHKRKKHHIHIRRIFIWBAKWAI
B K

IDLDFKDLKDKFIIWKWP αcos

 
QPB −=αcos          [equation 7.5.6] 

 

αcos
QPB −=          [equation 7.5.7] 
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Substitute equation 7.5.6 in equation 7.5.5: 
 

0cos =+++++− HIHIRIIAIT DLDFWQP α  

 
( )

αα coscos
HIHIRIIAI

T
DLDFWQP ++++

−=  

 

αα coscos
RQPT −=         [equation 7.5.8] 

 
Substitute equations 7.5.6 and 7.5.8 in equation 7.5.4: 

0tantantan =+++++−− HKHKRKKAK DLDFWQRQ ααα  

 

R
DLDFWR HKHKRKKAK ++++

=αtan  

 

HIHIRIIAI

HKHKRKKAK

DLDFW
DLDFW

++++
++++

=αtan      [equation 7.5.9] 

(correct by inspection) 
 

7.5.7 Effective drive force applied to the hull 
 
In the I, J, K axes the effective drive force applied to the hull: 

HIHIRIIAII DLDFWF ++++='       [equation 7.5.10] 

0' =JF          [equation 7.5.11] 

HKHKRKKAKK DLDFWF ++++='       [equation 7.5.12] 

Inclination relative to the I axis = α 
 
In the X, Y, Z axes the effective drive force applied to the hull: 

( ) ( )τψτψ +−+= sin'cos'' KIX FFF       [equation 7.5.13] 

0' =JF          [equation 7.5.14] 

( ) ( )τψτψ +++= cos'sin'' KIZ FFF       [equation 7.5.15] 

Inclination relative to the X axis, τψαη ++=      [equation 7.5.16] 

and .... 
I

Z

F
F

'
'tan =η         [equation 7.5.17] 
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Figure 7.5.13 Effective drive force 

 
Figure 7.5.14 Effective drive force - workings 

7.5.8 Location that the effective drive force acts on the hull 
 
Taking moments about point A: 
 

0'cos =+ EFKP BB α  

 







−=

'
cos

F
KPE BB α

        [equation 7.5.18] 

 
Therefore the point where the effective drive force F’ acts relative to point B where the top 
pivot arms connect to axes K* and K**: 
 

In I, J, K axes: 
( ) αα sincos EIIE BAI ++−=      [equation 7.5.19] 

0=JE          [equation 7.5.20] 

( ) αα cossin EIIE BAK −+−=      [equation 7.5.21] 

 
In X, Y, Z axes: 

( ) ( ) ( )τψατψα ++++++−= sincos EIIE BAX    [equation 7.5.22] 

0=YE         [equation 7.5.23] 

( ) ( ) ( )τψατψα ++−+++−= cossin EIIE BAZ    [equation 7.5.24] 
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